IMPORTANCE OF BUILDINGS WITH BASE-TO-RIDGE POSTS IN MEXICO IN THE GLOBAL HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE
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Abstract: Munamochibashira (base-to-ridge-posts) are posts that rise from the ground to directly support the ridge. They are an important object of study in examining the origin, transformation, and spread of an architectural culture. It is already known that buildings with base-to-ridge-posts exist in vernacular architecture from research in Asia and Europe, but this type of building in Central America has not been discussed in previous studies. In 2013, we conducted a field study in Central America and observed this type of building. In Mexico, we found buildings with base-to-ridge-posts frequently in vernacular architecture. Moreover, we found buildings of this type 1) among the wooden buildings designated as UNESCO’s World Heritage Sites on the American continent; 2) in villages around Tapalpa, about 120 km from Guadalajara; and 3) in academic books and research reports in Spanish that we obtained in Mexico and reports in Spanish or English collected afterwards.

In this article, we report the findings of our field and literature studies concerning buildings with base-to-ridge-posts among structures made by the indigenous people of Mexico. We will also demonstrate that the origin of buildings with base-to-ridge-posts on the American continents could be Asia or Europe. Since we directly observed buildings with base-to-ridge-posts in Mexico and established that there are base-to-ridge-posts style of architecture on the American continents, we claim that the continents are part of cultural areas that have buildings with base-to-ridge posts. Consequently, we maintain that Central America is a highly important field of study in investigating the history of buildings with base-to-ridge-posts from the prehistoric era on a worldwide scale.
1 INTRODUCTION

The International Wood Committee held a conference in Guadalajara, Jalisco, the mid-western part of the central plateau in Mexico, November 14–16, 2012. The committee was one of the international committees in ICOMOS (the International Council on Monuments and Sites) that organized academic studies on wooden architecture worldwide. We will show some knowledge of buildings with munamochibashira (base-to-ridge-posts) that we obtained at this conference and from our research.

First, during the conference, I found relics of buildings with base-to-ridge posts in the posters of wooden structures registered as world heritage sites (2-1), which were produced chiefly by Gennaro Tampone, chairperson of the committee. Second, we directly observed some buildings with base-to-ridge posts when we visited villages in and around Tapalpa, about 120 km from Guadalajara, as part of an inspection tour organized by the secretariat of the host country after the conference on November 17, 2012 (2-2). Third, we identified buildings with base-to-ridge posts in the academic materials and research reports in Spanish obtained in Mexico and in the academic materials and research reports in Spanish or English that we collected after the conference (2-3).

We will report the result of our field and literature research regarding buildings with base-to-ridge posts built and used by the indigenous people of Mexico. The phrase “base-to-ridge posts” means posts that rise from the ground to directly support the ridge and the phrase “buildings with base-to-ridge posts” means buildings that have at least one base-to-ridge post.

It has been increasingly accepted in previous studies that the base-to-ridge post structure is a prototype in the history of architecture. In addition, the origin of buildings with base-to-ridge posts on the American continents can be either or both Asia and Europe. Based on these understandings, this article will examine the distribution of buildings with base-to-ridge posts on the American continents and will offer the total picture of the lineal transmission of this style of architecture. There are not many academic sources that focus on our topic, but we will refer to work by Hitoshi Watanabe, Shigeo Asakawa, and Kunio Ohta as a few of our predecessors.

Studies on buildings with base-to-ridge posts have been conducted with respect to the separate geographical areas by Yabin Li, Tan Tanaka, Shigeo Asakawa, Toshikazu Tsuchimoto in China; Hitoshi Watanabe and Shigeo Asakawa in Southeast Asia; Hitoshi Watanabe in North America; Erika Koshi and Toshikazu Tsuchimoto in Central America; Hideto Takizawa and Toshikazu Tsuchimoto in Japan; Kunio Ohta and Toshikazu Tsuchimoto in Europe; Tadao Umesao in Africa; and John Mary in Oceania. These studies have verified that buildings with base-to-ridge posts exist in different parts of the world. However, not much is known about how they became so widespread. Ohta points out that systematic studies are lacking with regard to Africa and America.

In this academic context, we confirmed that there were buildings with base-to-ridge posts in Central America by conducting a field study in Mexico, Guatemala, and Belize in June 2013. This is a significant finding for the investigation of the transmission of architectural style with base-to-ridge posts.

2 BUILDINGS WITH BASE-TO-RIDGE POSTS IN MEXICO AND ITS SURROUNDING AREAS

2.1 Buildings with base-to-ridge posts found in wooden World Heritage structures

Among the wooden buildings designated as UNESCO’s World Heritage Sites on the American continents are the L'Anse aux Meadows National Historic Site in Canada (Figure
1), Ninstints (SGang Gwaay) in Canada (Figure 2), and the Joya de Cerén Archaeological Site in El Salvador (Figure 3). Figures 1 to 3 are photos from the posters made by Tampone.

Figure 1: the L’Anse aux Meadows National Historic Site (Canada)

Figure 2: Ninstints [SGang Gwaay] (Canada)

Figure 3: the Joya de Cerén Archaeological Site (El Salvador)
2.2 Buildings with base-to-ridge posts observed in the inspection tour

In the inspection tour to and around Tapalpa, we observed houses and sheds that commonly had base-to-ridge posts and that those structures were scattered throughout the area. Figures 4 to 6 show some of the sheds seen in the villages. We observed that most of the structures in the villages had base-to-ridge posts, regardless of whether wooden or otherwise. Based on these observations, we can reasonably expect that buildings in the adjacent areas also had the same style with base-to-ridge posts.

Figure 4: Buildings with base-to-ridge posts around Tapalpa 1

Figure 5: Buildings with base-to-ridge posts around Tapalpa 2

Figure 6: Buildings with base-to-ridge posts around Tapalpa 3
2.3 Buildings with base-to-ridge posts identified in literature

We will show some of the buildings with base-to-ridge posts on the American continents that appear in academic publications and research reports. There are three types as presented: (1) buildings with base-to-ridge posts recorded in old photographs (Figure 7); (2) those that are recorded in drawings based on measurements (Figure 8); and (3) those pictured in drawings as estimated reconstructions (Figure 9).

Figure 7: Desart Dwellers

Figure 8: Traditional Ramada

Figure 9: California Indians
3 CONSIDERATIONS OF BUILDINGS WITH BASE-TO-RIDGE POSTS ON THE AMERICAN CONTINENTS

3.1 Possibility of Asian origin

Generally two scenarios explain how the architectural style with base-to-ridge posts was transmitted to the American continents. One is that the architecture technology of hunting people in Asia was brought to the American continents through migration; the other explanation is that the hunting people did not have the technology but developed it after they migrated from Asia to the American continents, crossing ice-bound Beringia.

3.2 Possibility of European origin

The possible European origin of buildings with base-to-ridge posts is much later than the possible Asian origin. It is nonetheless reasonable to assume that, after the discovery of the continents by Columbus, migrants from Europe to the new continents built dwellings without help from architectural artisans. Since it has been reported that there are the relics of buildings with base-to-ridge posts in Europe (Switzerland, Germany, Austria, Italy, France, Denmark, and so on), the possibility is that there were buildings with base-to-ridge posts on the American continents of European origin. That said, as far as we have researched, buildings with base-to-ridge posts have not been found in Spain and Portugal at present.

4 DISTRIBUTION OF BUILDINGS WITH BASE-TO-RIDGE POSTS AND THEIR LINEAL TRANSMISSIONS

4.1 Possible origins of buildings with base-to-ridge posts in the Japanese Archipelago

There are two possibilities for the origin of buildings with base-to-ridge posts in Japan: (1) they might have originated from traditional Japanese buildings, such as the Ise Jingu Shrine or private houses; and (2) since Japan is located just east of Eurasia, the temple architecture introduced from China might be the origin.

4.2 Transmission of the style between continents

As for the transmission of the style of architecture with base-to-ridge posts along the Pacific Rim, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the style was transmitted from Eurasia (the older continent) to the American continents (the newer continents) (Figure 10).

Figure 10: Distribution of buildings with base-to-ridge posts and their lineal transmissions
(National Science Museum)
In China, there are two different lineages—the northern and southern areas, respectively: the raised-floor style in the southern area, and the pit style in the northern area. It is widely considered that the main route of expansion of the base-to-ridge posts style to the American continents is from the northern area of China, where the pit style was dominant, towards the north, across the eastern end of Eurasia. Still, there is also a possibility that the raised-floor style that was common in houses in the southern area was transmitted to those continents. The pit-style architecture in northern China, where the temperature difference is significant, developed later into the post-and-lintel construction with base-to-ridge posts. Raised-floor style buildings are not found in northern China, but they are found in the northeastern part of Eurasia where hunter-gatherers used them as storehouses. There are buildings with base-to-ridge posts among the architectural remains of raised-floor style structures in southern China. Whereas, in northern China, buildings with base-to-ridge posts started to develop when wooden posts were added to pit-style houses. Further north, in the northeastern part of Eurasia, both the pit-style houses with base-to-ridge posts and raised-floor style houses have been found. From these factors, it is possible to build the scenario that two different architectural traditions in northern and southern China, both of which had base-to-ridge posts, coexisted and then together expanded from Eurasia to the American continents.

4.3 PERSPECTIVE TO THE NORTH

In the research on buildings with base-to-ridge posts, the main subjects have been buildings in areas south from Japan, such as Southeast Asia, Taiwan, the South Seas, and southern China. The significance of paying more attention to the northeastern part of Eurasia was pointed out by Watanabe and Asakawa. In particular, Watanabe focuses on northern Eurasia and the northern part of North America and offers some noteworthy viewpoints in his "狩猟採集民の住居—北方からの視点—“ As part of the unique perspective from observations of the culture of hunter-gatherers in those northern areas, Watanabe claimed that northern hunter-gatherers developed an architecture with solid wooden frames that are remarkably different from the style of architecture developed by hunter-gatherers in the southern tropic areas. The factors he considered important in examining the origin of the style of dwelling architecture include base-to-ridge posts, religions and rituals, hearth, storehouse, birth huts, sweat huts, and cooking huts. Needless to say, Watanabe’s attention to base-to-ridge posts makes his work immediately relevant to my topic.

Furthermore, Watanabe showed the framework of the Nootka winter house, since the Nootka is a good representative of hunter-gatherers in the southern part of the Northwest Pacific Coast of North America. Also, he refers to the Tsimshian smokehouse for processing and drying salmon and trout as an example of hunter-gatherers living further north than the Nootka. In addition, as a Asian part after discussing the Chishima Ainu, Watanabe shows a photograph of a log cabin (under construction) being built by the Ul'chi, who are hunter-fishermen of the Lower Amur River.

Watanabe asserts in his conclusion to the article that although research on the origin of Japanese has tended to focus on southern areas that are far away over the seas, if we are to be scientific, we need to remove such a bias and, as has already been done in historiography, to pay more careful attention to nearby areas and peoples, such as those in the northern areas. Watanabe’s claims are important in the context of the history of architecture in the sense that they can show the connection between architecture in Eurasia and on the American continents. We think that we can obtain significant findings in our field of research by verifying constructively the details of Watanabe’s views.

In addition, Li’s and Tsuchimoto’s work clarified that there are quite a few buildings with base-to-ridge posts among the traditional post-and-lintel style wooden structures in certain areas in northern China, such as the middle and lower Yellow River. That said, as well as
buildings in northern China, we should also consider raised-floor style houses with base-to-ridge posts in southern China as the origin of the systematic expansion of buildings with base-to-ridge posts. For, as mentioned above, there is a possibility that more than one civilization with a base-to-ridge posts style of architecture expanded onto the American continents via the northeastern part of Eurasia (Figure 11).

4.4 Buildings with base-to-ridge posts in Central America

We conducted measuring and interview surveys for fifteen days in Mexico and neighboring areas in Central America from June 5 to 19 in 2013. On the American continents, structures with base-to-ridge posts are still being built and used in Central America, such as Mexico, Guatemala, and Belize (Figures 12, 13, 14, 15, 16). This survey examined the current conditions and construction process of relatively small buildings with base-to-ridge posts. We also found how the constructors were involved in the construction work. We found 41 buildings with base-to-ridge posts, conducted a measuring survey on 24 of them, and an interview survey on 21. As a result of the interview survey, we found the current situation of the buildings as follows:

1. Use of the buildings
   12 of them are huts, such as work huts
   6 of them are shops
   3 of them are dwellings

2. The constructor
   The owner is the constructor of 17 of them
   A professional carpenter is the constructor of 4 of them

3. The roof material
   11 of them are tin-roofed
   3 of them are unknown (under construction)
   2 of them are roofed with leaves (of a Palmae plant)
   2 of them are roofed with vinyl
   2 of them are roofed with tiles
1 of them are not roofed.

4. The scale of the building
   The smallest building: 3000 mm×3100 mm
   The largest building: 8000 mm×3600 mm

5. The construction date
   The oldest building: built in 1953
   The newest building: the ones under construction
   The number of buildings built in and after 2000: 12

Figure 12: A structure with base-to-ridge posts in Guatemala

Figure 13: A structure with base-to-ridge posts in Belize
Figure 14: Structures with base-to-ridge posts in Belize

Figure 15: A structure with base-to-ridge posts in Mexico

Figure 16: A structure with base-to-ridge posts in Mexico
The buildings with base-to-ridge posts that we observed in Mexico had very simple structures with logs. Some of them were with *hottatebashira* (earth-fast posts) or with a thatched roof. It should be noted that they have the complete structure of the base-to-ridge posts style, despite the simplicity as buildings.

In addition, from the interview survey, we found a number of cases in which the owner of the property built the structure in cooperation with other people. It appears plausible that in Central America, the technology of the base-to-ridge posts style architecture was transmitted through cooperative construction in the neighboring areas. There was even a case in which one person just saw a building with base-to-ridge posts, understood the structure, and actually built a structure in the same style. This suggests that buildings with base-to-ridge posts have the characteristic that their structure is easy to replicate by watching, and because of that, they are expanding even now. Moreover, further south on the South American continent, we know from reports that there is a building in Argentina with base-to-ridge posts. The buildings with base-to-ridge posts in Mexico are especially significant considering that Mexico is located along the transmission route from the northeastern part of Eurasia to the southernmost area of the South American continent.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Thus, based on the observations of concrete examples in our fieldwork in Mexico, we obtained an overview of the status of buildings with base-to-ridge posts among the structures on the American continents. The American continents are part of the cultural areas that have buildings with base-to-ridge posts. Mexico, located in the center of the American continents, is a very important area for research into the history of buildings with base-to-ridge posts in the wider context that includes intercontinental expansion and development from the prehistoric era.

Buildings with base-to-ridge posts are a widely shared feature in the development of wooden architecture in different areas. Because of this, we can learn more about the connections and relationships between civilizations by searching for the origin of architecture with base-to-ridge posts and by investigating the systematic development and transmission on each continent. Buildings with base-to-ridge posts are a primitive type of architecture that has been developed and used worldwide. By researching how buildings of this kind are developed in different areas of the world, we can comprehend the history of civilizations connecting the old and new continents in the form of the history of architecture.

We have also shown that, at present, there are three possibilities for the main origin of buildings with base-to-ridge posts in Mexico: (1) the raised-floor style buildings in the southern area of Eurasia; (2) the pit style buildings from the northern area of Eurasia, and (3) structures built by migrants from Europe after Columbus. Each of these is plausible and should not be discarded. This is to say, at present we cannot decisively choose one origin as the only possible one for the systematic transmission of the base-to-ridge posts style. If it is about the origin of modern humans, Africa is widely accepted as the starting point, and indeed, there are buildings with base-to-ridge posts in Africa. From this, it can be inferred that modern humans started in Africa, then moved to Europe and Asia, and after that, exchanges between different civilizations occurred. The transmission of the base-to-ridge posts style can be considered part of this mass movement. Also, at the time of the discovery of the new continents, transmission was still possible and the base-to-ridge-posts style of architecture might have been brought into by European settlers.

The fact that buildings with base-to-ridge posts exist on the Eurasian continent, the North and South American continents, the African continent, and Oceania indicates that their transmission was by land and sea.

Watanabe mentioned the presence of the base-to-ridge posts style in northern Asia, Canada,
and America. Based on our fieldwork in Mexico, Guatemala, and Belize in 2013, we showed that buildings with base-to-ridge posts spread as far as Argentina, the southern end of the migration of humans. In Mexico especially, buildings with base-to-ridge posts are observed in a number of different places and materials, including some buildings designated as UNESCO’s World Heritage Sites, the ones we directly observed in our fieldwork, and those that we confirmed in the relevant literature. Hence, Mexico, located along the transmission route of civilizations, is highly significant as a field of research for our investigation of buildings with base-to-ridge posts.
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